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DEFINITION

A 2012 Endocrine Society statement 

define endocrine disruptors as : 

“an exogenous chemical, or 

mixture of chemicals, that can 

interfere with any aspect of 

hormone action”
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DEFINITION
The TEDX List of Potential Endocrine Disruptors identifies 

chemicals that have shown evidence of endocrine disruption in 

scientific research. TEDX researchers evaluate chemicals by 

searching the publicly available scientific literature and identifying 

peer-reviewed research showing effects on endocrine signaling.

Government agencies, non-profit groups, scientists, and businesses 

have different criteria for labeling a chemical as an endocrine 

disruptor. We provide a master list of potential endocrine 

disruptors, defined as chemicals with at least one study 

demonstrating endocrine disrupting properties, in order to serve a 

broad array of needs. 

September 2018

Chemicals in plastic packaging were reviewed in this update. 

Twenty-six new chemicals were added to the list, along with 1 

chemical based on user requests and 1 other chemical, bringing the 

total number of chemicals to 1,484.
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Sources and targets of metabolic disruptors.

Brian A. Neel, and Robert M. Sargis Diabetes 2011;60:1838-
1848



IMPACT ON 

HEALTH?



First introduced by Skakkebaek (Denmark)  

Genital malformations and the TDS                                                  
(Testicular dysgenesis syndrome)

Reproductive disease in adult men may result from disruption of 

embryonic programming and fetal gonadal development
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Median sperm concentration and 25-75 percentiles according to year of birth from 10 

Danish studies of men born between 1935-75 (reconstructed from Bonde) and 708 men 

from the general Danish population born from 1979-81.
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Limitations of the Evidence

Several challenges remain in the field of EDCs and endocrine health

and disease.

First, 

the ability to directly relate an exposure to a disease

outcome is virtually impossible, especially when the lag time

can be years.

Second, 

endogenous hormonal actions at one dosage do not necessarily predict effects 

at another; such nonmonotic dose-response curves are probably the norm 

for both physiological systems and for EDC actions.

Third, 

EDCs are not pure agonists or antagonists of a single hormone receptor or 

pathway. This translates to complex and sometimes seemingly inconsistent 

actions of EDCs in experimental models when trying to compare results to 

endogenous hormone or pharmaceutical actions.



Limitations of the Evidence

Several challenges remain in the field of EDCs and endocrine health

and disease.

Fourth, 

humans are typically exposed to EDCs at low dosages and in diverse 

mixtures.

While some have questioned whether low-dose EDCexposures are

relevant, the facts that 

(1) hormone receptors have exquisitely high sensitivity to endogenous 

hormones, 

(2) most EDCs do not interact with binding proteins, and 

(3) EDCs may be resistant to metabolic breakdown means that EDCs have 

greater bioavailability and persistence, causing very low dosages to have 

biological effects.
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Thank you

sbernasconi3@gmail.com 


